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ABSTRACT
This study present s experim ental results on the rotary cranksh aft behavio r, the cylinde r pressure and
mechani cal vibratio ns o£ a rolling- piston rotary
compres sor after shut down of the motor. It is
shown as a conclus ion that the most importa ntfactor
charact erizing transien t compres sor vibratio ns is
the instanta neous crank angle at shut down of the
motor, and with the instanta neous crank angle kept
within a predeter mined range, the transien t compres sor vibratio ns and the associa ted noise generat ion
are attenua ted wheneve r the compres sor is stopped ,
thus permitti ng a more stable shut-dow n process of
the compres sor.
INTRODUCTION
Since air conditio ners are often operated in quiet
surroun dings and are frequen tly switched on and off
dependin g on the necessi ty, the vibratio n and noise
generat ion of the compres sor, both during steady
operatio n and at shut down, must be minimiz ed.
Recentl y, the rolling- piston rotary compres sors are
used in most low capacity air conditio ners, due to
its high volumet ric and mechani cal efficien cy,
coupled with its compact , lightwe ight design. At
the previou s Purdue Compres sor Technolo gy Conference, a steady state analysi s of the dynamic behavior of a rolling- piston rotary compres sor was presented [1). In the present study, the transien t
dynamic behavio r of the compres sor after shut down
of the electric motor is examine d.
The dynamic behavio r of a convent ional recipro cating compres sor which was used, up to several years
ago, in most low capacity air conditio ners, has been
careful ly examined by several studies [2-9J. Some
of the studies derived an inventio n entitled "Reciprocatin g Compres sor Having a Cut-Off Device
Operabl e within Predeter mined Angular Range," which

was register ed as a patent in United States of
America , Japan and Austral ia [lOJ, by K. Imasu,
chief enginee r of Matsush ita Electric Industr ialCo.
Ltd., in 1979. The inventio n relates to a compres sor and more practic ally, to the shut-dow n control
of an electric ally driven motor-co mpresso r in which
transien t vibratio n of the compres sor compone ntsand
motor due to inertia force after shut down of the
motor is kept to a minimal level. In the conventional recipro cating compres sors, commonly, a motorcompres sor unit is spring-s uspende d within a closed
housing to form a vibratio n-absor bing spring system.
It is quite natural that wheneve r the compres sor is
stopped , fairly large amplitud e vibratio ns tend to
take place, thus giving rise to abnorma l noises,
mainly due to spring-s uspende d compres sor compone nts
striking against surround ing structu res in the housing. In a convent ional design, accordin gly, thevibration attenua ting effect during steady operatio n
of the compres sor has to be sacrific ed to a certain
extent, such as an increase of the spring constan t
for prevent ing large amplitud e vibratio ns after shut
down of the motor, or sufficie nt space resultin g in
a higher cost and larger size of the compres sor has
to be provided to prevent the compres sor compone nts
from striking against the surround ing structu res.
In order to solve these disadva ntages, thetran sient
compres sor vibratio ns after shut down of the motor
were careful ly examine d. As a result, it was revealed that they are charact erized by the instantaneous crank angle at shut down of the motor, and
a shut-dow n control .system of the compres sor in
which the motor is shut down within a predeter mined
angular range is fairly effectiv e for minimiz ing
the transien t compres sor vibratio ns.
Since the rolling- piston, rotary compres sor has few
recipro cation element s, the vibratio ns at shut down
are fairly improve d. However, strictly speakin g, an
unbalanc ed inertia force about the cranksh aft vibrates a spring-s uspende d closed housing in which a
compres sor unit is fixed. Therefo re, it may be
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said that the rotary compressor also has more or
less the same disadvantages as the conventional reciprocating compressors. The essential purpose of
the present study is to examine whether or not the
same device as the shut-down control system of the
reciprocating compressors is applicable for. the rotary compressor. For this purpose, transient vibrations of the rotary compressor after. shut-down
of the motor are measured. It is shown as a result
that they exhibits a remarkable regularity, depending on the instantaneous crank angle at shut downof
the motor., thus permitting stable shut down with the
same device as the shut-down control system of the
reciprocating compressors. The second purpose of
this study is to reveal what rotary crankshaft behavior induces such regular transient vibrations.
For this purpose, the rotary crankshaft behaviorand
the cylinder pressure after shut down of the motor
are measured in detail. Since it is seen from the
properties of the transient vibrations that a vibration amplitude increases after Lhe first reverserotation of the crankshaft, special attention is paid
to the reverse rotation behavior of the crankshaft,
thus examining the reverse rotation crank angles,
their elapsed time from shut down of the motor and
the maximum reverse rotation speeds. Furthermore,
on the basis of measured cylinder pressure and some
results of a steady state analysis on compressor vibration [lJ, the reverse rotation behavior of the
crankshaft is discussed in detail.

Fig. l shows a cross section of a single-cylinde r
refrigerant compressor of the rolling-piston rotary
type (refrigerating capacity 1755 kcal/h), which
was chosen as the subject of this study. Fig. 2
shows a general view of the closed housing in which
the motor and the compressor components are fixed.
The housing is suspended mainly with three coiled
springs. The mass of the whole compressor is 8.7
kg and the diameter of the housing is 110 mm; its
length is 212 mm. The vertical crankshaft is secured at its upper portion to the motor rotor. The
motor power is 0.55 kW and the average operating
speed is 57 Hz when the compressor operates under
load of the suction mean pressure 0.37 MPa and the
discharge pressure 1.55 MPa. The refrigerant R-22
is drawn into the cylinder through accumulator.
The compressed refrigerant is discharged in the housing and so the housing inside is under high pressure. The high pressure refrigerant in the housing
is transfered to a condenser through the discharge
pipe attached to the top of the housing. Fig. 3
shows an underside view of the A-A' cutting plane
shown in Fig. 1. The bore of the cylinder is 39
mm; its depth is 28 mm, and the outside diameter of
the rolling-piston is 32.5; its eccentricity is
3.26 mm. The cylinder chamber is devided into the
suction chamber (downside) and the compression
chamber (upside) by a reciprocating blade with
thickness of 3.2 mm. The blade tip is pushed on
the rolling-piston by S-spring force and higher gas
pressure in the housing. The suction port has no
valve and the discharge port has a leaf valve.
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COMPRESSOR VIBRATION AFTER SHUT DOWN OF MOTOR
Fig. 4 shows an outline of a shut-down control system, by which the motor is shut down at a desired
rotating crank angle. Firstly, an anaogue signal
Vf which synchronizes precisely with rotation of
the crankshaft is obtained by processing a vibratory acceleration Va of the compressor by a lowpass filter. The signal Vf is processed by a signal
conditioner to obtain a pulse signal Vsc• On the
basis of this pulse signal, a cynchronizing circuit
provides a signal Vsy, by which a delay time 6t
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Fig.4 Outline of shut-down control system
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from a pulse signal of Vsc to shut down of the power
source Vp is determin ed. The pulse signal synchronizes with a certain rotating crank angle which can
be calculate d on the basis o£ a higher-fr equency vibraUon response in Va- Therefor e, the shut down of
the power source can be set at a desired crank angle,
by adjusting the delay time 6t.

ROTARY CRANKSHAFT BEHAVIOR AFTER SHUT DOWN OF MOTOR

Since the rotary compress or has few reciproc ating
elements , a predomin ant component of the compress or
vibration s is the rotary vibration about the crankshaft. Fig. 5 shows the rotary vibration response
after shut down of the motor, which was measured at
the point B shown in Fig. 1, on the housing outside
surface. The switching -of£ crank angle Bcr is -177°
in (a), -27° in (b) and +35° in (c). The zero degree of Bcr represen ts the top dead center. Each
diagram shows two analogue data of the vibratory acceleratio n detected by an accelerom eter (B & K Type
4344) and the displacem ent processed by a condition ing amplifie r (B & K Type 2626). Since the acceleration provides an impulsiv e, higher frequency response whenever the cranksha ft rotates reversely ,
the first reverse rotation can be easily found as
shown by "1-R. r.." The displacem ent in (a) increases
rapidly after the first reverse rotation, and its
maximum amplitud e reaches 5 mm. On the contrary , the
displacem ent in (b) does not increase so large and
moreover the displacem ent in (c) is very small.
Their maximum amplitud e is 3.2 mm and 2.2 mm respectively. Fig. 6 shows the regular characte ristics of

In order to reveal what rotary cranksha ft behavior
causes the compress or vibration propertie s shown in
Fig. 6, a flanged housing which permits measurem ent
of the cranksha ft rotation and the associate d cylinder pressure was made, as shown in Fig. 7. The mass
of added flange is 10 kg, and so the inertia moment
of the whole compress or about the cranksha ft axis is
36.6 N·cm•s 2 which is larger by 26.6 N·cm·s 2 than
the whole compress or without flange. Fig. 8 is an
upside view of the motor which shows a device tome8sure the cranksha ft rotation . A thin aluminum disk
with 72 slits is attached on the motor rota~ and a
photo-co upler comprisin g a photo-tr ansistera nd a
photo-dio de is fixed on the housing inside. Fig. 9
is a downside view of the compress or, in which the
two quartz pressure transduc ers (Kisler, 601A) for
detecting the compress ion-side and suction- side
pressure are attached to the lower crank journal.
Two pressure holes of 1 mm which lead to the suction
chamber and th~ compress ion chamber respectiv ely, are
made in the lower crank journal just near the reciprocating blade. The length of the pressure holes
between the cylinder and the pressure transduc er is

such a maximum amplitud e, depending on the swi. tching-off crank angle 8cr· The maximum amplitud e may
be classifie d grossly into two groups; an intensev ibration between -260° and -80° and a weak vibration
between -80° and +100°.
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Fig.l2 Turning crank angle and angular velocity of cranksh aft after shut down of motor,
which were calculat ed from crank-p ulses analogu e data
about 18 mm.
The switchin g crank angle 8cr was -157.5° in (a),
-10.0° in (b) and +67,5° in (c). The absciss a is
the elapsed time. The time at which the motor was
shut down is known from waves of the electric input
current and is indicate d by zero on the absciss a.
The energy in the rotating cranksh aft at that instant is consumed in compres sing the refrige rant,
mechani cal friction , oil pump, and gas leakage from
piston or blade clearan ce, in three or four revolutions of the cranksh aft. In the diagram (a): 8cr=
-157,5° , after 103,4 ms has elapsed , the cranksh aft
can not pass the top dead center and the rolling piston rotary mechanism tempora rily stops at 8=220°
in the compres sion stroke, At that time, the gas
force in the cylinde r and the blade force pushing the
rolling- piston work to revolve the cranksh aft in the
reverse directio n, and so the cranksh aft starts to
make rever~e rotation . The maximum speed of reverse
rotation l8rmaxl reaches 87.3 rad/s (13.9 Hz). as
seen from (a) in Fig. 12, and interest ingly enough,
the cranksh aft passes the top dead center, after
166.6 ms has elapsed . This passing is known from
"T.D.C. " signal on the crank pulses, and from a
slight increase of the suction -side cylinde r pressure which is indicate d by Pst· The first reverse
rotation continu es during 107 ms. The second reverse rotation arises at 8=220° , after 212 ms; the
third at 8=275° , after 271 ms; and the forth at 8=
230° , after 329 ms. Lastly, the cranksh aft stops
at 8=240 ° , after LJ.46 ms. Whenever the cranksh aft
starts to make a reverse rotation , the vibrator y
acceler ation: the forth curve in Fig.ll, provide s
the impulsiv e respons es indicate d by Vt, Vz. andV3,

Fig.lO shows the analogu e data in constan t operation, which were recorded on an electrom agnetic
oscillog raph. The first curve shows the cylinde r
pressure in the compres sion chamber which changes
from 0,26 MPa to 1.68 MPa, and the second shows the
cylinde r pressure in the suction chamber which
changes from 0,30 MPa to 0,37 MPa. The third curve
shows the superpo sed signal of the pulses represe nting the turning crank angle, and the electric input
current . The pulse interva l correspo nds to the rotating crank angle 5°, The top dead center is indicated by "T.D.C .• " The forth curve shows the rotary vibratio n on the point B shown in Fig, 1. This
vibratio n signal is not appropr iate for examinin g
the low frequenc y component synchro nizing with the
cranksh aft rotation , since the inertia moment of the
flanged housing is larger by 3.66 times than that
of the housing without flange. However, this acceleration compris es such an impulsiv e higher-f requenc y
arises just
respons e as indicate d by Vt, and it
when the cranksh aft passes "T.D.C .. " Therefo re,
this phenomenon is useful for examinin g the rotary
cranksh aft behavio r, and for example , it was used to
calcula te the turning crank angle at the pulse signal Vsc in Fig. 4.
When the motor was shut down during constan t operation, the rotary cranksh aft behavio r after shut down
exhibite d three main pattern s. Fig. 11 shows their
analogu e data,and Fig. 12 shows the digital data of
rhe turning crank angle 8 and the angular velocity
8 of the cranksh aft which were obtained by process ing each pulse signal: the third curve in Fig. 11.
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As seen from the above description on the threemain
patterns of the crankshaft behavior, the mainfactors representing the reverse rotation behavior of
the crankshaft are the elapsed time and the crank
angle at which the crankshaft starts to make a reverse rotation, and the maximum speed of reverserotation, Therefore, the experimenta l data and results on these factors were pigeonholed in Figs. 13,
14, and 15, respectively . The abscissa is the
switching-o ff crank angle Scr and it was set at 31
different crank angles. In Figs. 13 and 14, the
first reverse rotation is shown by •• the second by
D, the third by +, and the forth by o. The entire
stop is shown by*· The reverse rotation behavior
depends entirely on theswitch-o ff crank angle and
it may be classified into the following three
groups: the first is an intense reverse rotation
group in -260°<8cr<-9 7°, the second a weak reverse
rotation group in -97°<8cr<39 °, and the third asudden stop group in 39°<8cr<l00 °, as indicated in
these figures. Each group shows the fol1owingpr operties,
The intense reverse rotation group; After the time
between 97 ms and 125 ms has elapsed (see Fig. 13),
the crankshaft starts to make the first reverse rotation at the crank angle between l90° and 240° (see
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and hence the elapsed time of the reverse revolutions was able to be calculated exactly. In the
diagram (b): 8cr=-10.0°, .the crankshaft starts to
make a reverse rotation at 8=260°, after 86.2 ms.
However, the crankshaft can not pass the top dead
c~nter.
The maximum speed of reverse rotation
l8rmaxl is 45.1 rad/s (7.2 Hz) which is about the
half of the previous value: 87.3 rad/s in 8cr=
-157.5°. The first reverse rotation continues during 52 ms, The second reverse rotation arises at
155°, after 139 ms; the third at 215°, after 197ms;
and lastly, the crankshaft stops at 180°, after 246
ms. In the diagram (c); 8cr=+67.5°, the crankshaft
temporarily stops at 8=320°, after 84.9 ms. At that
time, the gas force and the blade force work to revolve the crankshaft in the reverse direction.
However, the crankshaft cannot start to make a reverse rotation and it suddenly stops.

,--1

•

se

e.,

deg.

Fig.lS Maximum speed of reverse
rotation

Fig, 14). As shown in Fig. 15, the maximum speed of
the reverse rotation reaches the fairly large value
between 66.2 rad/s (10.5 Hz) and 87.0 rad/s (13.9 Hz).
Hence, the reverse rotation is so intense that the
crankshaft can pass the top dead center (0 deg. of
the ordinate), as seen from Fig. 14. The second reverse rotation arises at the crank angle between
-105° and ~140°. The continued time from the first
reverse rotation to the second is between 108 ms and
169 ms, as seen from Fig. 13. After that, as shown
in Fig. 14, the crankshaft repeats some reverse re-·
volutions at the crank angle between -85° and -135°,
and the crankshaft lastly stops. The elapsed time
is between 394 ms and 455 ms, as shown in Fig. 13.
The weak reverse rotation group: After the time between 80 ms and 92 ms has elapsed (see Fig. 13), the
crankshaft starts to make the first reverse rotation
at the crank angle between 240° and 310° (see Fig,
14). As shown in Fig. 15, the maximum speed of the
reverse rotation has a smaller value between 21.0
rad/s (3.3 Hz) and 61.2 rad/s (9.7 Hz), compared
with the values in the intense reverse rotation
group. Hence, the reverse rotation is so weak that
the crankshaft cannot pass the top dead center, as
seen from Fig. 14. The second reverse rotation
arises at the crank angle between 115° and 180°,
As seen from Fig. 13, the continued time of the
first reverse rotation is about 52 ms and it isless
than about the half of the continued time (108 msto
169 ms) in the intense reverse rotation group. After that, the crankshaft makes the third reverserotation at the crank angle between 200° and 235° and
lastly stops near the crank angle, as shown in Fig.
14. The elapsed time of the entire stop is between
234 ms and 298 ms, as shown in Fig. 13,
The sudden stop group: After the time between 84.9
ms and 107. 7 rns has elapsed (see Fig. 13) , the crankshaft suddenly stops at the crank angle between 310°
and 360° (the top dead center), as shown in Fig, 14.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Comparing the maximum speed of the reverse rotation
of the crankshaft which was shown in Fig.l5 with the
maximum vibration amplitude of the compressor which
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Fig. 16 Loading torque in constant
operation

Fig.l7 Schematic view of rollingpiston crank mechanism

pears at the crank angle 6=220°, and after that,
the torque decreases to zero. This steap peak corresponds to the highest peak of the compression-side
cylinder pressure shown in Fig. 10. Therefore, after this steap peak has appeared, the compressedrefrigerant gas in the cylinder is discharged. The
main force component which induces the loading
torque due to the blade motion is the blade force
Fvn (see Fig. 17), and its direction naturally
passes on Op- Hence, the loading torque Lbm due to
the blade motion is given by

was shown in Fig.6, it is seen that there exists a
striking agreement between them: the intense reverse
rotation group in Fig.l5 corresponds to the intense
vibration group in Fig,6, and on the other hand, the
two groups of the weak reverse rotation and the sudden stop in Fig.15 correspond to the weak vibration
group in Fig.6. There exists a difference between
the boundary crank angle -97° in Fig.l5 and the
boundary -80°in Fig.6, and its difference is a negligible order due to experimental errors. Therefore,
it may be concluded that the reverse rotation behavior of the crankshaft, which possesses a high regurality shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15, induced the
regular compressor vibration shown in Fig,6.
Subsequently, an interest should be taken in what
mechanism induced such regular reverse rotation behavior of the crankshaft. In order to explain the
mechanism, Fig. 16 shows some results of a steady
state analysis on compressor vibration [1]: theloading torque due to the cylinder pressure, due to the
blade motion, and due to the crank-journal friction.
The resultant cylinder pressure force Fp and the blade
force Fvn. which act on the rolling-piston, are
shown in Fig. 17. The direction of Fp passes on
the rolling-piston center Op from the compressionside chamber (right) to the suction-side chamber (
left) and is perpendicular to the secant AB of the
rolling-piston. Hence, the loading torque Lcp due
to the cylinder pressure is given by
- -

il~f-

Fig.18 Compression-side cylinder
pressure after reverse
rotation

<

•- (1)
Lcp = eF,sin2 - • • ·"" • • • • ·"
in which e is the eccentricity of Op from the cylinder center 0, 9 is the turning crank angle of the
rolling-piston from the blade center axis x in the
counter-clockwise direction, and s is the turning
crank angle of the line joining Op and the blade tip
center Ov from the x-axis in the clockwise direction. Fp is entirely determined by the measuredcylinder pressure shown in Fig. 10. The change of the
suction-side cylinder pressure is very small, compared with the larger change of the compression-side
cylinder pressure. Hence, the loading torque Lcp
changes, mainly depending on the compression-side
cylinder pressure. The calculated result is shown
in Fig. 16. The torque Lcp increases from zero, as
the crankshaft turns. The steap peak of 3.5 Nm ap-
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Lbm =- eF•• sin(e+e> . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . (2)
Fvn can be given by solving an exact equation of
motion of the rolling-piston crank mechanism, and
the previous study [ll has shown its calculated result (ref. Fig.14 in [ll). On the basis of theresult, the torque Lbm shown in Fig. 16 can beobtained. Lbm behaves like a negative sine wave, as seen
also from the expression (2): At the first half cycle, the torque has a negative value which means
that the blade force induces the driving torque; at
the last half cycle, the torque has a positive value which means that the blade force induces the
loading torque. The maximal value of Lbm is ~0.4
Nm. The loading torque Lcjf due to the crank-journal friction, which is shown in Fig. 16, can be
calculated as follows: When the resultant cylinder
pressure force Fp and the blade force Fvn are calculated, the crank-journal load Fen can be obtained
(ref. Fig.l4 in [lJ). Furthermore, it may be concluded from the previous study [ll that the crankjournal friction is mainly subjected to the
Coulomb's law of friction and the coefficient of
friction ~ takes 0,04, On the basis of these matters, the loading torque Lcjf can be calculated
from the following form
Lcjf=sgn((h·~Ferfrs .......... (3)
in which rs represents the radius of the crankshaft: 8,0 mm, The calculated curve of Lcjf is
almost similar with the curve of Lcp; its maximal
value is 0.4 Nm (see Fig. 16).

It is naturally considered that those results shown
in Fig. 16 represent roughly the torque acting on
the crankshaft when it starts to make the first

reverse rotation . Hence, the following significa nt
informat ion on the first reverse rotation behavior
of the cranksha ft can be obtained from those results.
The intense reverse rotation group: The group has
the first reverse rotation crank-an gle region between 190° and 240° (see Fig. 14). Its crank-an gle
region is indicated in Fig. 16. In this region, the
torque Lcp due to the cylinder pressure is very
large, and the potentia l energy stored in the compressed refrigera nt in the cylinder is also large,
since no amount of the compress ed refrigera nt has
been discharge d or amount of the discharge d refrigerant is very small. This large torque induces the
intense reverse rotation of the cranksha ft, and the
stored large potentia l energy keeps its intense reverse rotation . Of course, the torque Lbm due to
the blade motion works to help the reverse rotation ,
and the torque Lcjf due to the crank-jo urnal friction works to prevent the cranksha ft from making the
reverse rotation . After the cranksha ft has passed
the lower dead center (8~180°), the torque Lcjf decreases as small as negligib le, and the torque Lbm
works to prevent the cranksha ft from making the reverse rotation .
The weak reverse rotation group: The first reverse
rotation crank-an gle region (240°<8< 310°) is indicated in Fig. 16. In this region, the torque Lcpis
smaller than the previous group, except a narrow
region near 8~240°. Moreover , since large amountof
the compress ed refrigera nt in the cylinder has been
discharge d, the potentia l energy stored in the compressed refrigera nt in the cylinder is smaller than
the previous group. Therefor e, the cranksha ft can
not make the _reverse rotation so intensive ly as the
previous group.
The sudden stop group: The first reverse rotation
crank-an gle region (310°<8< 360°) is indicated in
Fig. 16. When the cranksha ft temporar ily stops before top dead center, the frictiona l state naturally
changes from the dynamic friction to the static.
It has been examined in the previous study [6J that
the coefficie nt of the static friction in refriger ant compress ors takes about 0.16. So, the frictional torque due to the crank-jo urnal static friction at the temporal stop shows a value four times
as much as the value of Lcjf shown in Fig. 16.
Therefor e, the sum of the torque Lcp and Lbm cannot
overcome the frictiona l torque at temporal stop,
thus permittin g the sudden stop of the mechanism.
Next, close observat ion of the cylinder pressure after the first reverse rotation has started, is helpful for understan ding the cranksha ft behavior toward
the second reverse rotation . The analogue curves of
the cylinder pressure has been shown in Fig. 11.
The suction- side pressure is almost constant during
reverse rotation , because the suction port has no
valve. The slow change of the analogue curves has
no meaning, since it was mainly caused by a temperature change. On comparing the two compress ion-side
pressure curves shown in the diagrams (a) and (b) of
Fig. 11, there exists a great differenc e between
them. The cylinder pressure P1 at the begining of
the first reverse rotation is almost same between
them and nearly equal to the discharge mean pressure
(1.5 MPa), of which values are plotted at the abscissa Scr=-157 .5° and -10.0° of Fig. 18 by the sign
•· As the cranksha ft turns reversely , the pressure
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P 1 decrease s. The pressure P1 in (a) of Fig. ll approaches Po which is nearly equal to the suction
mean pressure (0.37 MPa), as the cranksha ft rotates
toward the top dead center. Hence, the cylinder
pressure does not become lower than the suction mean
pressure , before the cranksha ft passes the top dead
center. After the cranksha ft has passed the top
dead center, the torque Lbm due to the blade force
accelera tes the cranksha ft. Then, the cylinder pressure decrease s from the suction mean pressure to P2
=0.13 MPa at the second reverse rotation . On the
other hand, P1 in (b) has decreased to the suction
mean pressure at the crank angle 8= about 180°, and
after that, the pressure decrease s furthermo re toP 2
=0.17 MPa. The values of P 0 and Pz are plotted in
Fig. 18, by the sign o and _. , respectiv ely. From
these facts, it is evident that in the case (a), the
cylinder pressure works to continuo usly help the reverse rotation until the cranksha ft passes the top
dead center, thus permittin g passage of the top dead
center; and on the contrary , in the case (b), the
cylinder pressure works to prevent the cranksha ft
from carrying on the reverse rotation after the
cranksha ft has turned to a certain extent, thus
making the second reverse rotation before passing
the top dead center. It is clear that the differenc e
of the pressure propertie s described above naturally
depends on a foregoing differenc e of the potentia l
energy stored in the compresse d refrigera nt in the
cylinder , at temporal stop. All data examined on
the cylinder -pressure propertie s are plotted in Fig.
18. The data in the intense reverse rotation group
show the similar tendency with the case (a) of Fig.
11, and the data in the weak reverse rotation group
also show the similar tendency with the case (b).
Even when the steady operating condition s of the
compress or: the discharg e mean pressure and the suction mean pressure , are differen t from those in this
study, the essentia l propertie s of the compress or
when it stops do not change. That is, the samechar acterist ics of the first reverse- rotation crankangle as shown in Fig. 14 will appear, of course, in
a differen t switchin g-off crank-an gle region. Therefore, the same discussio ns as described above are
applicab le again for the cases under differen t operating condition s of the compress or. In order that
the function of the shut-down control system shown
in Fig. 4 be most effectiv e, some circuit detecting
the operating condition s should be added to the control system.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper dealt with the dynamic behavior of a ·
rolling-p iston rotatJ compress or when it stopsund er
the constant -operatin g condition s (the discharge
mean pressure 1,55 MPa and the suction mean pressure
0.37 MPa), to reduce vibration and noise level, and
it has been made clear that:
1 The rotary vibration behavior of the compress or
after shut down of the motor is entirely determine d
by the instantan eous crank angle at shut down, and
it is classifie d into two groups named "Intense vibration group" and "Weak vibration group."
2 The intense vibration s of the compress or are
caused by the ·cranksha ft rotation behavior after the
first reverse rotation .

3 The reverse rotation bahavior of the crankshaft
is entirely determined by the instant~neous crank
angle at shut down of the motor, and it is classified into three groups named "Intense reverse rotation group," "Weak reverse rotation group," and
"Sudden stop group." The first group appears when
the first reverse-rotation crank-angle is between
190° and 240°, the second between 240° and 310°, and
the third between 310° and 360°.
4 When the first reverse rotation of the crankshaft starts to make, the intense reverse rotation
group has a large reverse rotation torque mainlydue
to the compression-side cylinder pressure, and moreover has a high potential energy stored in the compressed refrigerant in the cylinder. Therefore, the
reverse rotation is so intense that the crankshaft
passes the top dead center. On the contrary, the
weak reverse rotation group has a reverse rotation
torque and a potential energy which are smallerthan
the first group. So, the reverse rotation is so
weak that the crankshaft cannot pass the top dead
center. In the sudden stop group, the reverse rot~tion torque is very small and so it cannot overcome a static frictional torque at the crank-journal, thus permitting a sudden stop of the crankshaft.
5 The intense reverse rotation group of thecrankshaft behavior induces the intense vibration group
of the compressor, and both the weak reverse rotation group and the sudden stop group result inthe
weak vibration group.
As concluded above, the dynamic behavior of the compressor after shut down of the motor has a highregularity depending on the instantaneous crank angle
at shut down, thus permitting a stable shut-down
process of the compressor by making use of a shutdown control system, for instance, presented in
this study.
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